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ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Radiologic assessment of cochlear implants can be limited because of metallic streak artifacts and the high attenuation of the
temporal bones. We report on 14 patients with 18 cochlear implants (17 Med-El standard 31.5-mm arrays, 1 Med-El medium 24-mm array) who
underwent flat panel CT with the use of high-resolution secondary reconstruction techniques. Flat panel CT depicted the insertion site,
cochlear implant course, and all 216 individual electrode contacts. The calculated mean angular insertion depth for standard arrays was
591.9° (SD � 70.9; range, 280°). High-resolution secondary reconstructions of the initial flat panel CT dataset, by use of a manually generated
field of view, Hounsfield unit kernel type, and sharp image characteristics, provided high-quality images with improved spatial resolution.
Flat panel CT is a promising imaging tool for the postoperative evaluation of cochlear implant placement.

ABBREVIATIONS: CI � cochlear implant; EE � edge enhancement; FPCT � flat panel CT; HU � Hounsfield units; MSCT � multisection CT; RW � round window

Cochlear implants (CIs) can provide functional restoration of

hearing in individuals with profound hearing impairment.

Clinical outcomes after implantation vary considerably, however,

in the degree and quality of hearing recovery. To assess factors

potentially related to CI outcomes, much attention has been de-

voted to characterizing the CI electrode location,1,2 insertion

depth,3 scalar localization,4 and relationship to the facial nerve

canal.2,5 These data carry important prognostic information and

have implications for surgical approaches, insertion techniques,

and programming strategies for optimal auditory nerve stimula-

tion. Although CT is considered the current reference standard

method for characterizing CI position,6 metallic artifact signifi-

cantly limits the postoperative imaging evaluation of the electrode

array and cochlear anatomy.

Flat panel CT (FPCT) is a relatively new imaging technique

that provides CT-like images acquired with a C-arm x-ray system

with the use of flat panel image detectors. This technique provides

excellent visualization of high-contrast structures with superior

spatial resolution in comparison to multisection CT (MSCT).7

Furthermore, secondary reconstruction of the initial FPCT data-

set by use of a smaller field of view produces higher-resolution

images than can be obtained by standard FPCT reconstructions.

We sought to determine the effectiveness of high-resolution

secondary reconstructions of initial FPCT datasets for postoper-

ative CI imaging. We compared 4 different types of image char-

acteristics (very smooth, normal, auto, and sharp) and 2 different

kernel types (Hounsfield units [HU] and edge enhancement

[EE]) used in the creation of secondary reconstructions to identify

the specific reconstruction parameters that lead to optimal CI

visualization.

Subjects
A total of 14 patients with sensorineural hearing loss who under-

went previous cochlear implantation with 17 Med-El standard

12-electrode contact arrays (31.5-mm linear insertion length, 2.4

mm between contacts) and 1 Med-El medium 12-electrode con-

tact array (24-mm linear insertion length, 1.9 mm between con-

tacts) (Med-El, Innsbruck, Austria) were included (Table 1). Sub-

jects included 8 men and 6 women with a mean age of 53 years

(range, 21– 62 years). A standard posterior tympanotomy ap-

proach was used in all cases. The implantation approaches were

mixed and included pure round window (RW) insertions as well

as cochleostomies just anterior to the RW with or without exten-

sion into the RW.

All patients gave written informed consent to participate in

this institutional review board–approved study.
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FPCT Imaging Protocol
All subjects underwent FPCT (DynaCT; Siemens, Erlangen, Ger-

many) evaluation on a flat-panel angiography system (Axiom Ar-

tis Zee, Siemens) with the use of commercially available software

(Syngo DynaCT, Siemens). A collimated 20-second FPCT of the

head (Fig 1A) was performed by use of the following parameters:

109 kV, small focus, 200° degree rotation angle, and 0.4° degree/

frame angulation step. Postprocessing was performed on a com-

mercially available workstation (Leonardo DynaCT, InSpace 3D

software; Siemens). High-resolution sec-

ondary reconstructions (Fig 1C–D) were

created with the use of the following param-

eters: manually generated voxels of interest

to include only the electrode array; voxel

size, 0.07–0.08 mm, 512 � 512 section ma-

trix; HU and EE kernel types; and very

smooth, normal, auto, and sharp image

characteristics.

An interventional neuroradiologist

with fellowship training and subspecialty

certification in diagnostic neuroradiology

(M.S.P.) performed the postprocessing.

All images were evaluated by all 3 authors:

an interventional neuroradiologist with

subspecialty certification in diagnostic

neuroradiology (M.S.P.); a neuroscientist

with �4 years of research dedicated to CIs

(A.R.); and a neurotologist who is a CI

specialist and has �15 years of experience

in the field of CI (C.J.L.).

Reconstruction Parameters
The secondary reconstruction parameters

available for postprocessing included ker-

nel type (HU and EE) and image charac-

teristic (very smooth, normal, auto, and

sharp). Each kernel type was paired with

each type of image characteristic to create

the secondary reconstructions by use of a smaller manually gen-

erated VOI.

For each reconstruction, 2D multiplanar images were cre-

ated. Coronal oblique images in the plane of the array were

generated by aligning the multiplanar reconstruction axes on

the axial and sagittal planes parallel to the basal turn and per-

pendicular to the modiolus (Fig 2). The section thickness was

set to 3 mm to include all electrode contacts on one image. The

FIG 1. Flat panel CT of a right-sided cochlear implant. A, Collimated fluoroscopic acquisition for
a 20-second FPCT of a right-sided CI. The skull above and below is excluded from the initial
acquisition. B, Example of a coronal oblique image acquired after the default reconstruction. C,
Secondary reconstruction by use of a manually generated voxel of interest is created to include
only the electrode array. D, Higher-resolution coronal oblique image is generated after the
secondary reconstruction.

Table 1: Demographic information for patients with cochlear implants
Subject Sex Age, y Etiology Implant Device Implant Side Fig 5 RW Insertion

1 F 59 Meniere Med-El Sonata, Standard Array Right B
2 F 48 Autoimmune Med-El Sonata, Standard Array Right H RW
3 M 62 Meniere Med-El Sonata, Standard Array Left R RW
4a M 51 Idiopathic Med-El Concert, Standard Array Right F RW

Med-El Concert, Standard Array Left L
5 F 54 Hereditary Med-El Concert, Standard Array Left Q
6 F 21 Idiopathic Med-El Sonata, Standard Array Left P
7a M 59 Meniere Med-El Concert, Standard Array Right D

Med-El Sonata, Standard Array Left M
8a M 62 Idiopathic Med-El Sonata, Standard Array Right C RW

Med-El Sonata, Standard Array Left J
9 F 51 Idiopathic Med-El Concert, Standard Array Right G RW
10 M 61 Meniere Med-El Concert, Standard Array Left O
11a M 57 Idiopathic Med-El Sonata, Standard Array Right E

Med-El Sonata, Standard Array Left K
12 M 49 Meningitis Med-El Concert, Standard Array Right A
13 M 61 Viral Med-El Sonata, Standard Array Left N
14 F 50 Idiopathic Med-El Concert, Medium Array Right I

Note:—Demographic information for all 14 patients with cochlear implants include sex, age, etiology of hearing loss, type of CI, laterality, and corresponding image in Fig 5.
Round window insertions are designated by RW.
a Subjects with bilateral CIs.
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window width and contrast level were adjusted until both the

individual electrode contacts and surrounding labyrinthine

structures were visualized.

The individual electrode contacts appeared less distinct by use

of the EE kernel type in comparison to the HU kernel type (Fig 3).

All individual electrode contacts could be identified by means of

all 4 types of image characteristics; however, the very smooth and

normal types created images whose electrodes and surrounding

osseous structures were blurry. More distinct contacts and osse-

ous structures were apparent with the auto and sharp image char-

acteristics. The combination of reconstruction parameters that

produced the clearest depiction of the electrode array and sur-

rounding labyrinthine structures were HU kernel type and sharp

image characteristics (Fig 4).

Visualization of Insertion Point and Individual Electrode
Contacts
FPCT depicted all 18 insertion points and distinguished all 216

individual electrode contacts for all 14 patients (Fig 5A–R). This

includes 1 patient (Fig 5I) with a Med-El medium 12-electrode

contact array. A standard posterior tympanotomy approach was

used in all subjects. Five of the 18 CIs were pure RW insertions

(Table 1).

Measuring Angular Insertion Depth
The 2D MPR section thickness was re-

duced to 0.1 mm to determine the elec-

trode array insertion point, defined by the

entrance of the electrode array from the

middle ear into the lumen of the scala

tympani. This was determined in the axial

images at the air-to-bone interface along

the outer margin of the electrode and then

confirmed in the sagittal and coronal

planes. The insertion point was desig-

nated in the coronal images and used as

the first reference point for measuring an-

gular insertion depth. With the use of a

3-mm section thickness, the 3 most apical

electrodes were identified and used to cre-

ate a circle depicting their course. A line drawn from the insertion

point to the center of this circle served as the reference (zero

degree) line. The angle � between the most apical electrode and

the reference line was calculated (Fig 6). This angle was subtracted

from or added to 360 or 720, depending on the relationship be-

tween the apical electrode and the number of turns across the

reference line (Table 2).

The mean apical electrode insertion depth for the standard

31.5-mm array was 519.1° (SD � 70.8; range, 468.8 –749.0°). The

apical insertion depth for the medium 24-mm array was 424.0°

(Fig 7). There was no significant difference in the angular inser-

tion depth between male (mean � 593.3; SD � 67.3) and female

patients (mean � 541.9; SD � 47.9), t(11) � 1.81, P � .10,

2-tailed; however, this observation may be limited because of the

small sample size in each group. Given the idiopathic etiology for

hearing loss in 43% of our subjects (6 of 14; not an uncommon

finding in this patient population) we did not specifically com-

pare etiology with implant depth.

DISCUSSION
Advances in CI design and implantation have been limited by the

inability to assess individual electrode contact placement, reliably

calculate angular insertion depth, and accurately determine the

FIG 2. Multiplanar reconstruction images of a right-sided cochlear implant. Multiplanar reconstruction axes are aligned parallel to the basal turn
on the axial (A) and sagittal (B) planes to generate a coronal oblique (C) image of the CI. This image is rotated slightly to visualize the vestibule
and superior semicircular canal. Arrow in (C) denotes the insertion point.

FIG 3. Secondary reconstructions comparing edge enhancement (A) and Hounsfield unit (HU)
(B) kernel type show more distinct individual electrode contacts and osseous structures on the
image generated by HU kernel type.
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relationship of the electrode array to adjacent labyrinthine struc-

tures. These data provide important prognostic information and

may play a critical role in CI outcomes.8

Imaging evaluation of postoperative CI placement was ini-

tially performed with plain radiographs in the Stenvers projec-

tion.9,10 MSCT replaced this method and has since become the

reference standard imaging technique for assessing the electrode

array location relative to intracochlear scalae, the electrode-mo-

diolar interval, and the proximity of the electrode to the fallopian

canal.6 CT offers the ability to provide 3D positional information

and excellent contrast for different tissue types.11 Despite these

advantages, however, attenuated bone structures within the ac-

quisition field12 and metallic artifacts severely limit the visibility

of electrode contacts and adjacent structures.10,13,14

FPCT is a relatively new imaging technique that creates less

streak artifacts and offers higher spatial resolution than MSCT

(cubic voxel size of approximately 0.07 mm versus 0.4 – 0.6 mm,

respectively).7 These CT-like images can discern individual elec-

trode contacts, often not possible on MSCT.2,7 In addition, FPCT

has demonstrated improved imaging of the cochlea and facial

nerve canal, enabling identification of electrode contacts in close

proximity to the fallopian canal and therefore most prone to in-

duce inadvertent stimulation of the facial nerve.2,15

Initial studies with the use of FPCT in the evaluation of CIs

were performed with the use of cadaveric-implanted temporal

bones.2,6,7 The authors noted potential limitations caused by the

use of temporal bone specimens rather than whole skulls, which

were thought to be more challenging for imaging purposes.2 Only

recently have patients with CIs been evaluated by FPCT.3,16 Our

study represents one of the larger series to date of CI assessment

with FPCT (14 patients, 18 electrode arrays), and the only one to

explore optimal reconstruction parameters, including secondary

reconstruction techniques. In our series, FPCT was able to iden-

tify all 18 insertion points and all 216 individual electrode contacts

as well as to identify surrounding labyrinthine structures that

were not degraded by streak artifact. Secondary reconstructions of

the initial FPCT dataset by use of a VOI to include only the elec-

trode array created voxel sizes of 0.07– 0.08 mm, allowing for

higher-resolution images than initial reconstructions (Fig 1B–D).

These datasets were optimized by use of an HU kernel type and

sharp image characteristic, which enabled the distinct identifica-

tion of individual electrode contacts and surrounding osseous

and soft tissue structures. Figure 4 highlights the range of image

quality obtained with different postprocessing algorithms and

shows the advantages of the “sharp” algorithm, with better delin-

eation of osseous structures and less blurring of the image.

FPCT could not clearly detect the basilar membrane to desig-

nate exact scalar location, which is consistent with previous re-

ports.2 CT methods for this designation use oblique coronal im-

ages reconstructed perpendicular to the basal turn and parallel to

the modiolus. The scalar position, however, is inferred in relation

to the cochlear walls17 because the image resolution is insufficient

to visualize the osseous spiral lamina and basilar membrane.18

Although we could infer the scalar position on the basis of the

relative location of the CI in the cochlear chamber, this was not

specifically attempted because definitive location could not be

made or compared with any other standard. Additionally, given

that an electrode may penetrate the basilar membrane and tra-

verse �1 scalae, it is difficult to assume true location without

visualizing distinct landmarks. Scalar localization will be the sub-

ject of future research as reconstruction algorithms and other ad-

vanced postprocessing techniques continue to improve. Whereas

some reports cite the ability to clearly detect scalar position of the

CI, the assessment of positioning within the scala tympani was

primarily demonstrated in ex vivo specimens.16

The limitations of our report include the evaluation of only 1

CI manufacturer (Med-El; chosen for consistency during devel-

opment of the imaging protocol), and the predominant assess-

ment of CIs with electrode contacts spaced 2.4 mm apart (Med-El

standard array), which are farther apart than some arrays cur-

rently available through other manufacturers. The distinct iden-

tification of individual electrode contacts was easily achievable,

suggesting that this method should also distinguish more closely

spaced contacts. Patient 14 (Fig 5I), implanted with the Med-El

medium 12-electrode contact array, demonstrates the feasibility

of visualizing electrode contacts spaced 1.9 mm apart. Currently

planned studies will apply the FPCT technology with high-reso-

lution secondary reconstruction algorithms to investigate other

electrode designs and CI manufacturers.

FIG 4. Coronal oblique secondary reconstructions of the same patient with cochlear implants. These images illustrate the variable image quality
obtained with identical 3-mm section thickness, window width (3681), contrast (1246), and kernel type (HU). Note the blurring and poor
visualization of the electrode contacts with the very smooth (A) setting. A sharp (D) parameter produces optimal images with well-defined
osseous structures and individual electrode contacts. (A) Very smooth, (B) normal, (C) auto, (D) sharp.
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FIG 5. High-resolution secondary reconstructions of all 14 patients and 18 cochlear implants (CIs). A–I, Nine right-sided CIs, including 1 patient (I)
with an implanted medium array, are shown in the coronal oblique plane. J–R, Nine left-sided CIs are depicted, all of which are the standard
length array. Images are arranged in order of descending angular insertion depth. All 216 individual electrode contacts are clearly visualized in all
patients.
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CONCLUSIONS
FPCT evaluations of postoperative CIs are easy to perform, pro-

duce high-resolution images, and are able to depict all individual

electrode contacts, thus enabling measurement of the angular in-

sertion depth of the most apical electrode contacts. Optimal im-

aging methods use a high-resolution secondary reconstruction

algorithm with a manually generated small VOI (voxel size, 0.07–

0.08 mm), HU kernel type, and sharp image characteristic. These

advances in CI imaging may lead to a better understanding of the

relationship between cochlear anatomy, CI electrode placement,

and auditory performance.
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